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Mobile commerce is rapidly changing how businesses interact and sell. This book reveals how to master m-commerce, from global markets and
trends to selling and marketing through m-commerce. Plus real life case studies and advice about how to integrate m-commerce into a
multichannel business strategy.
This book features a collection of high-quality, peer-reviewed research papers presented at the 8th International Conference on Innovations in
Computer Science & Engineering (ICICSE 2020), held at Guru Nanak Institutions, Hyderabad, India, on 28–29 August 2020. It covers the
latest research in data science and analytics, cloud computing, machine learning, data mining, big data and analytics, information security and
privacy, wireless and sensor networks and IoT applications, artificial intelligence, expert systems, natural language processing, image
processing, computer vision and artificial neural networks.
Understanding Computers in a Changing Society gives your students a classic introduction to computer concepts with a modern twist! Known
for its emphasis on basic computer concepts and societal issues, this text makes concepts relevant to today's career-focused students. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
As the Miami Homicide Bureau's lead detective, Lieutenant Nash Harrington has seen just about every way one person could take another's life.
Still, the latest scene is something new. It isn't the woman who was violently stabbed to death in her bed. Nash has seen similar scenes countless
times. It isn't the fact that there were no signs of forced entry, murder weapons, or suspects. He's seen that more times than he could count.
What is new to the lieutenant is the book lying beside the woman's body. The book, ominously titled and written by a local author, describes the
very scene that Harrington has been called to. And that scene from the book is just the first. As the body count rises, Harrington and his team
must hunt down the person responsible for the grisly crimes before the entire work of fiction becomes a reality. Unknown to Harrington, this
story may have an alternate ending.
Innovations in Computer Science and Engineering
A Novel
The Soul of the Matter
Education Write Now, Volume II
Concepts, Practices, Data, Law and Ethics
Wearable Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Thoughts and Written Expressions is a collection of life experiences that the author has written for the sole purpose of inspiring all those who read this
book. Even though these words are written by the author and compiled with his very own thoughts, he is overly confident that each page that is read will
capture the reader’s heart and mind. In this book, you will read topics such as life and death, love and betrayal, friendship and hatred, success and failure,
wealth and poverty, marriage and divorce, and even God and the devil. Thoughts and Written Expressions will enrich the spirituality that we possess
regardless of whatever the culture, color of skin, belief system, and gender. This book is a reminder that we are all connected in this journey we take called
life and that our views and opinions matter if we are to make a difference in this world. It is also a reminder that sharing what we learn in life, how we
grow, and how we live is the core and the fabric of our being. From the time of birth to the second we depart this life, it is what is in between that matters,
and with reading Thoughts and Written Expressions, there will be many pages in between that you will relate to your very own life. This book is not
designed to offend or ridicule anyone’s sense of purpose, thoughts, or direction they have chosen for their life; however, it is written to be a reference of
the situations that we find ourselves in where we often feel that no one knows our pain. In reading this book, the author hopes that you find it as insightful
and uplifting as he has found it enjoyable and pleasurable to write.
If you are one of those who love technology, not for technology's sake, but for what it can do for you, and if you want to be able to say that you “Know
Computers” instead of “No Computers”, this is the book for you! A First Course in Computers is a computer manual, quick guide, helpdesk and your
computer teacher, all rolled in one. Just keep the book in front of you, look at the sample exercises given at the beginning of each section and start
following the step-by-step visual instructions to complete the exercise. Learn easily and effectively—learn by doing.THIS BOOK COVERSComputer
Background: Get to know a brief history of computers, different parts of a computer…Basic Terms and Concepts: Demystify the computer jargon—bits &
bytes, hardware & software, memory & storage…Windows 8: Commonly used features and how to get the maximum out of them. How to customize your PC
to your needs and preferences.Windows 8.1: What's new, as compared to Windows 8.MS Word: Create aesthetically appealing documents—letters, reports,
memos, faxes, etc.— quickly and easily. Do spell check and mail merge, create office and personal templates, and a lot more…MS Excel: Create highly
functional spreadsheets, involving tables, graphs and Clip Art images. Sort, filter and query data based upon single or multiple criteria…MS PowerPoint:
Create effective and visually appealing presentations using text, graphs, movie & animation clips, images, organization charts, etc.Internet: What is
Internet, how to set up a TCP/IP account and configure a modem, surf the Net, create free email accounts, send and receive emails, search the Web for
jobs, friends, products, services or any subject, Internet chat and telephony…
Telekinetic government operative Teagan Frost finds herself powerless and fighting for her life in this action-packed sci-fi adventure that will blow your
tiny mind. "The most intense yet . . . . Ford cranks up the volume in this entry." - Booklist Teagan Frost has enough sh*t to deal with, between her job as a
telekinetic government operative and a certain pair of siblings who have returned from the dead to wreak havoc with their powers. But little does she know,
things are about to get even more crazy . . . Teagan might have survived the flash flood of the century, but now she's trapped in a hotel by a bunch of guntoting maniacs. And to make matters worse, her powers have mysteriously disappeared. Faced with certain death at every turn, Teagan will need to use
every resource she has to stop a plot that could destroy Los Angeles - maybe even the entire world. “An un-put-down-able, action-packed adventure that
packs an emotional punch” (Kirkus). "A non-stop adrenaline high" (Library Journal) For more from Jackson Ford, check out: The Girl Who Could Move
Sh*t With Her Mind Random Sh*t Flying Through the Air Eye of the Sh*t Storm A Sh*tload of Crazy Powers
Today we have the ability to connect speech, touch, haptic, and gestural interfaces into products that engage several human senses at once. This practical
book explores examples from current designers and devices to describe how these products blend multiple interface modes together into a cohesive user
experience. Authors Christine Park and John Alderman explain the basic principles behind multimodal interaction and introduce the tools you need to root
your design in the ways our senses shape experience. This book also includes guides on process, design, and deliverables to help your team get started. The
book covers several topics within multimodal design, including: New Human Factors: learn how human sensory abilities allow us to interact with
technology and the physical world New Technologies: explore some of the technologies that enable multimodal interactions, products, and capabilities
Multimodal Products: examine different categories of products and learn how they deliver sensory-rich experiences Multimodal Design: learn processes
and methodologies for multimodal product design, development, and release
Calypso, Corpses, and Cooking
Social Media Communication
Ripped Off (A Ripple Effect Cozy Mystery, Book 6)
Near Field Communications Technology and Applications
M-Commerce
The Travel Skills Handbook
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The old Internet typically connected personal computers. But a radically new Internet is emerging. Some call it an
"Internet of Things" (IoT) or "Internet of Everything" (IoE). The IoT won't just connect people: it'll connect "smart" homes,
appliances, cars, aircraft (a.k.a. drones)… offices, factories, cities… the world. By some estimates, the IoE will explode into
a $19 trillion market in just a few years. If that happens… when that happens… it will transform your life. ¿ You need to
know what's coming. But, until now, most guides to the Internet of Everything have been written for technical experts.
Now, the world's #1 author of beginning technology books has written the perfect introduction for every consumer and
citizen. In The Internet of Things, Michael Miller reveals how a new generation of autonomously connected smart devices
is emerging, and how it will enable people and devices to do more things, more intelligently, and more rapidly. ¿ Miller
demystifies every type of smart device, both current and future. Each chapter ends with a special "...and You" section,
offering up-to-the-minute advice for using today's IoE technologies or preparing for tomorrow's. ¿ You'll also discover the
potential downsides and risks associated with intelligent, automatic interaction. When all your devices can communicate
with each other (and with the companies that sell and monitor them), how private is your private life? Do the benefits
outweigh the risks? And what does a connected world do when the connections suddenly go down? Packed with
scenarios and insider interviews,The Internet of Things makes our future utterly, vividly real.
Discover the world hidden inside your smartphone in this retelling of The Emoji Movie, featuring an eight-page color
insert with images from the film! The Emoji Movie pops into theaters on July 28, 2017! The Emoji Movie unlocks the
never-before-seen secret world inside your smartphone. Hidden within the messaging app is Textopolis, a bustling city
where all your favorite Emojis live, hoping to be selected by the phone’s user. In this world, each Emoji has only one
facial expression—except for Gene, an exuberant Emoji who was born without a filter and is bursting with multiple
expressions. Determined to become “normal” like the other Emojis, Gene enlists the help of his handy best friend Hi-5
and the notorious rebel Emoji Jailbreak. Together, they embark on an epic “app-venture” through the apps on the phone,
each its own wild and fun world, to find the code that will fix Gene. But when a greater danger threatens the phone, the
fate of all Emojis depends on these three unlikely friends who must save their world before it’s deleted forever. The
Emoji Movie © 2017 Sony Pictures Animation Inc. All Rights Reserved. emoji® is a registered trademark of emoji
company GmbH used under license
Everything you need to know about NFC technology, its applications, implementation, common obstacles and strategies
to overcome them.
Advances in technology continue to alter the ways in which we conduct our lives, from the private sphere to how we
interact with others in public. As these innovations become more integrated into modern society, their applications
become increasingly relevant in various facets of life. Wearable Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications is a comprehensive reference source for the latest scholarly material on the development and
implementation of wearables within various environments, emphasizing the valuable resources offered by these
advances. Highlighting a range of pertinent topics, such as assistive technologies, data storage, and health and fitness
applications, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for researchers, academics, professionals, students, and
practitioners interested in the emerging applications of wearable technologies.
Variant
A Kate Wise Mystery Bundle: If She Hid (#4) and If She Fled (#5)
North Carolina Evidence Courtroom Manual
The New Advanced Society
Understanding Computers in a Changing Society
Promise Not to Tell

A comprehensive step-by-step review for A+ certification, revised for the latest exams The CompTIA A+
Complete Review Guide: Exam 220-1001 and Exam 220-1002, Fourth Edition is an ideal preparation tool to
help you ace the exam and get certified. The must-have companion to the CompTIA A+ Complete Study Guide,
this book provides a streamlined review of vital exam topics, helping you reinforce comprehension and
strengthen retention. Now in its fourth edition, this review guide has been fully updated to focus on the
latest best practices and new exam objectives. A clear and concise review structure helps you to focus on
problem areas while logically organized topics allow for quick reference and flexible study. Covering both A+
exams, this book covers topics including PC hardware, networking, operating systems and procedures,
security, troubleshooting, and more. Access to the Sybex online learning environment includes practice test
questions, bonus exams, electronic flashcards, and a searchable glossary of key terms. Organize your exam
prep to focus on challenging areas and reinforce your understanding of essential exam objectives. A+
certification is a vital step for careers in information technology, allowing current and prospective computer
technicians to validate or recertify their skills. An essential component to any A+ exam strategy, this valuable
review will help you: Learn to install and configure modern hardware and peripherals such as network
switches, firewalls, and Bluetooth modules Keep updated on current software, including Windows, Linux, and
mobile operating systems Integrate exam reviews with other Sybex learning resources to provide a
comprehensive study plan The CompTIA A+ Complete Review Guide: Exam 220-1001 and Exam 220-1002,
Fourth Edition is an integral part of your overall exam prep strategy, allowing you to focus your study on
what matters most.
USA Today bestselling author When a bee wrangler is bludgeoned, Let It Bee honey shop owner Wren Johnson
makes it her beeswax to solve the crime . . . For the picturesque town of Oceanview on the Oregon Coast,
May brings blossoming fruit trees and the annual UFO festival. As Aunt Eloise tries out alien costumes on
their Havana brown cat Everett, Wren is off to meet with a bee wrangler, her go-to guy for local fruit tree
honey. But when she arrives, Elias Brentwood is lying on the ground amidst destroyed hives and a swarm of
angry bees. The bees didn’t kill him, a blow to the head did. As blue-eyed Officer Jim Hampton investigates
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and the town is invaded by its own swarm of conspiracy theorists and crackpots, Wren and Aunt Eloise decide
the only way to catch the bee wrangler’s killer is to set up a sting . . . Praise For Nancy Coco and Her CandyCoated Mysteries “A fun and fast-paced cozy mystery that would be perfect for a weekend in, under cozy
blankets with a mug of hot cocoa.” —Criminal Element “A puzzling series of crimes . . . plenty of suspects and
mouthwatering recipes.” —Kirkus Reviews “I will be counting down the days until the next mystery with Allie
McMurphy.” —Cozy Mystery Book Reviews
Julie Hall is finally adjusting to her new career: locating dead bodies with dowsing rods. The crime scene is
drenched with blood, but the body is nowhere to be found. When a grieving mother requests Julie’s help
tracking the body of her missing daughter, Julie is hesitant. Not only do the circumstances sound disturbing,
the job is in her hometown, a place steeped in upsetting memories and unresolved trauma. But her interest is
piqued, and she takes the case, knowing she’ll have the support of her FBI agent boyfriend along the way.
Soon, Julie finds herself exactly where she doesn’t want to be—trapped in the dangerous spotlight created to
keep the story in the media. And as she digs deeper into the mystery of the young woman’s death, she
uncovers secrets about her own past she thought were buried forever. And don’t miss the first installment in
the Bodies of Evidence series. A Grave Calling is available now from Wendy Roberts and Carina Press! This
book is approximately 73,000 words Carina Press acknowledges the editorial services of Deborah Nemeth
Internet of Things (IoT) products and cyber-physical systems (CPS) are being utilized in almost every
discipline and there continues to be significant increases in spending on design, development, and
deployment of IoT applications and analytics within every domain, from our homes, schools, government, and
industry. This practical text provides an introduction to IoT that can be understood by every engineering
discipline and discusses detailed applications of IoT. Developed to help engineers navigate this increasingly
important and cross-disciplinary topic, this work: Offers research-based examples and case studies to
facilitate the understanding of each IoT primitive Highlights IoT’s connection to blockchain Provides and
understanding of benefits and challenges of IoT and its importance to a variety of engineering disciplines
Written to be accessible to non-experts in the subject, What Every Engineer Should Know About the Internet
of Things communicates the importance of this technology and how it can support and challenge all
interrelated actors as well as all involved assets across many domains.
The Chosen Path
Murder with Cucumber Sandwiches
Artificial Intelligence and Industrial Internet of Things Paradigm
Your Guide to Savvy Use of the Web
The Internet of Things
Rick Steves Europe Through the Back Door

Birthday Surprise Turns to Murder and Embezzlement in Ripped Off, A Cozy Mystery
Adventure from Jeanne Glidewell Albuquerque, New Mexico Full-time RVers, Rip and Rapella
Ripple, arrive in Albuquerque, “Chartreuse Caboose” in tow, to surprise their
granddaughter Tiffany on her thirtieth birthday. But the festivities take a chill when
Tiffany and husband Chase’s investment manager and close friend, Trey Monroe, is found
dead in the airport with a one-way ticket to the Cayman Islands in his hand. The money
Chase and Tiffany had invested through Trey is missing. Worse yet, Tiffany
learns—unbeknownst to her—Chase had invested their entire savings in a risky IPO, which
lands Chase in the matrimonial dog house, as well as in the big house as a murder
suspect. Shocked by the betrayal of their friend and with their marriage relationship
stretched to breaking, the undeterred Rapella comes to the couple’s rescue. Following
leads given her by Trey’s personal assistant—also a victim of her boss’s scheme—Rapella
puts herself, along with Rip and Tiffany, in the crosshairs of a killer’s gun. Now, she
needs to find a way to confirm Chase’s alibi, get to the truth behind Trey’s death, and
recover Tiffany and Chase’s money without adding three more bodies to the count.
Retirement sure is great! From The Publisher: The Ripple Effect series will be enjoyed by
fans of Joanne Fluke, Madison Johns, Ceecee James, and readers of cozy mysteries who
enjoy light-hearted, clean & wholesome, mysteries featuring female amateur sleuths and
senior citizens. “In a world that views aging and senior citizens obsolete, it is
refreshing to read A Ripple Effect Cozy Mystery series by Jeanne Glidewell.” ~Cindy
Travis, Reviewer “It is not often a book makes me laugh aloud but Jeanne Glidewell never
disappoints...” ~Yvonne P., Reviewer “I hope this series continues. Being Rip and
Rapellas’ age I am happy to see them featured in adventures. I can recommend this book to
anyone who likes mysteries, cozy or not.” ~Anna, Reviewer THE RIPPLE EFFECT MYSTERIES, in
series order A Rip Roaring Good Time Rip Tide Ripped to Shreds Rip Your Heart Out Ripped
Apart Ripped Off No Big Rip The Grim Ripper
Equip yourself with the tools for success in Electrical Installations with this
comprehensive and updated edition of our bestselling textbook, published in association
with City & Guilds and IET. - Study with confidence using the most up-to-date information
available for the new industry standards, including the 2022 amendments to BS7671: 2018,
The IET Wiring Regulations 18th edition - Enhance your understanding of concepts in
electrical installation with 100s of clear and accurate technical drawings and step-bystep photo sequences - Get ready for the workplace with industry tips - Prepare for your
trade tests or end-of-year exams with end-of-chapter practice questions - Engage with
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author Peter Tanner's accessible text, drawing on his extensive industry experience Target your learning with detailed qualification mapping grids for the latest City &
Guilds Level 2 qualifications - including the 2365, 8202, 5357 and 5393 specifications,
as well as the 352 and 353 T Level occupational specialisms
It’s time for a savory soirée—but something sinister is stewing—in Raquel V. Reyes’s
second delightful Caribbean Kitchen mystery, perfectly delicious for fans of Mia P.
Manansala. Fall festivities are underway in Coral Shores, Miami. Cuban-American cooking
show star Miriam Quiñones-Smith wakes up to find a corpse in her front yard. The body by
the fake tombstone is the woman that was kicked out of the school's Fall Festival the day
before. Miriam's luck does not improve. Her passive-aggressive mother-in-law puts her in
charge of the Women's Club annual gala. But this year, it's not canapes and waltzes.
Miriam and her girlfriends-squad opt for fun and flavor. They want to spice it up with
Caribbean food trucks and a calypso band. While making plans at the country club, they
hear a volatile argument between the new head chef and the club's manager. Not long
after, the chef swan dives to his death at the bottom of the grand staircase. Was it an
accident? Or was it Beverly, the sous chef, who is furious after being passed over for
the job? Or maybe it was his ex-girlfriend, Anastasia? Add two possible poisonings to the
mix and Miriam is worried the food truck fun is going to be a major crash. As the clock
ticks down and the body count goes up, Miriam's life is put in jeopardy. Will she connect
the dots or die in the deep freeze? Foodies and mystery lovers alike will savor the
denouement as the truth is laid bare in this simmering stew of rage, retribution, and
murder.
Winner, Bronze Award, APEX 2018 and 2018 INDIES Book of the Year Honorable Mention/Health
This full-color introduction to the smart home has been written from the ground up with
one audience in mind: seniors. No ordinary "beginner's book," My Smart Home for Seniors
approaches every topic from a 50+ person's point of view, using meaningful, realistic
examples. Full-color, step-by-step tasks–in legible print–walk you through making your
home safer and easier to live in using smart technology. Learn how to: • Control your
home’s lighting with smart bulbs and switches • Make your home more secure with smart
doorbells, door locks, and security cameras • Automatically control your home’s
temperature with a smart thermostat • Make cooking and cleaning easier with smart
appliances • Use voice commands or your smart phone to control your smart devices • Use
If This Then That (IFTTT) to make your smart devices interact with each other
automatically • Get smart about the security and privacy concerns of smart devices • Set
up your smart devices and get them to work with one another • Compare and select the best
smart hub for your smart home needs • Learn to use Amazon Alexa™, Google Home™ and other
voice-activated devices, as well as Apple’s HomeKit™ on the iPhone, to make your smart
devices work together
Enabling Technologies, Platforms, and Use Cases
Virginia Criminal Laws Annotated 2021 Edition
A Multimodal Approach to Product Design
A Grave Search
My Smart Home for Seniors
How Smart TVs, Smart Cars, Smart Homes, and Smart Cities are Changing the World
"Seattle gallery owner Virginia Troy has spent years battling the demons that stem from her childhood time in a
cult and the night a fire burned through the compound, killing her mother. And now one of her artists has taken
her own life, but not before sending Virginia a last picture: a painting that makes Virginia doubt everything about
the so-called suicide-- and her own past"-This updated third edition presents a wide-scale, interdisciplinary guide to social media. Examining platforms
like Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Snapchat, TikTok, Twitter and YouTube, the book analyzes social media's use
in journalism, broadcasting, public relations, advertising and marketing. Lipschultz focuses on key concepts, best
practices, data analyses, law and ethics – all promoting the critical thinking that is needed to use new, evolving
and maturing networking tools effectively within social and mobile media spaces. Featuring historical markers
and contemporary case studies, essays from some of the industry’s leading social media innovators and a
comprehensive glossary, this practical, multipurpose textbook gives readers the resources they will need to both
evaluate and utilize current and future forms of social media communication. Among other changes, updates to
the third edition include a deep dive into new approaches to analytics, as well as greater discussion of law and
ethics in light of the Facebook Cambridge Analytica scandal, the roll-out of GDPR and new case law relating to
social media. Social Media Communication is the perfect social media primer for students and professionals, and,
with a dedicated teaching guide, ideal for instructors, too.
This book has been designed specifically for courtroom use; its purpose is to provide fast, authoritative answers
to questions which arise in the course of trials and hearings. It accomplishes this through a unique combination
of features, including: Rules: the complete North Carolina Rules of Evidence is located in a separate section in
the front of the book. Commentary by drafters: The official commentary by the study committees and legislative
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committees that drafted the North Carolina Rules is located in an Appendix at the back of the manual. Analysis:
Perhaps the most important part of this book, the author's analysis provides a quick overview of the Rule under
discussion, authoritative guidance in interpreting the Rule, and pointers for applying the Rule in actual practice.
In many chapters, the Analysis contains special features such as Illustrations, Constitutional Considerations, and
Current Trends and New Developments. Authority: Additional authorities are cited after each chapter's Analysis.
These citations give the user a starting point for additional research. Comparison to Federal Rule: The substance
of each Rule is compared to the applicable Federal Rule of Evidence. Cases: Recent significant cases are
summarized at the end of each chapter. These cases provide support for argument and decisions required during
the course of proceedings.
Web Geek’s Guide to the Android-Enabled Phone Covers Android 1.5 Make the Most of Your Android-Enabled
Phone! Out of the way BlackBerry. Move over iPhone. There’s a more intelligent alternative to the same old
smartphone. Google’s Android mobile phone platform has all the capabilities of these phones and more. With this
book, you’ll unlock every bit of power that’s built into the Android phone and learn how to take advantage of the
incredibly innovative Android applications pouring into the marketplace. You’ll even learn how to build (and sell)
your own new applications. You’ll begin with a quick, practical tour of the first Android phone–the T-Mobile G1.
You won’t just learn how to use your Android phone’s built-in applications, you’ll also learn tips and tricks that’ll
make you a power user, fast! From email and YouTube to Google Maps and GPS, if Android can do it, this book
will help you do it even better. Are you inspired by Android’s great apps? Create your own! This book gets you
started with a complete introduction to Google’s powerful, free Android development toolset! Covers all this, and
more... Get online with Android’s built-in web browser Connect via Gmail Mobile–or any other email service you
like Use Android’s core applications, including Contacts, Calendar, Alarm, Calculator, and Camera Have fun with
Android: from music and video to the hottest games Add new capabilities to your Android phone using third-party
applications Build your own Android applications including: design tips, tools, coding explanations, and
instructions for publishing via the Android market Learn time-saving Android keyboard shortcuts Troubleshoot
problems with your Android phone, step-by-step
The City & Guilds Textbook: Book 1 Electrical Installations, Second Edition: For the Level 3 Apprenticeships
(5357 and 5393), Level 2 Technical Certificate (8202), Level 2 Diploma (2365) & T Level Occupational
Specialisms (8710)
Web Geek's Guide to the Android-Enabled Phone
The Emoji Movie Junior Novelization
Snowman
Interactions in the App Ecosystem
Designing Across Senses

This volume presents the proceedings of the First Euro-China Conference on Intelligent Data Analysis and Applications (ECC 2014),
which was hosted by Shenzhen Graduate School of Harbin Institute of Technology and was held in Shenzhen City on June 13-15, 2014.
ECC 2014 was technically co-sponsored by Shenzhen Municipal People’s Government, IEEE Signal Processing Society, Machine
Intelligence Research Labs, VSB-Technical University of Ostrava (Czech Republic), National Kaohsiung University of Applied Sciences
(Taiwan), and Secure E-commerce Transactions (Shenzhen) Engineering Laboratory of Shenzhen Institute of Standards and Technology.
Producing New and Digital Media is your guide to understanding new media, diving deep into topics such as cultural and social impacts of
the web, the importance of digital literacy, and creating in an online environment. It features an introductory, hands-on approach to
creating user-generated content, coding, cultivating an online brand, and storytelling in new and digital media. This book is accompanied
by a companion website—designed to aid students and professors alike—that features chapter-related questions, links to resources, and
lecture slides. In showing you how to navigate the world of digital media and also complete digital tasks, this book not only teaches you
how to use the web, but understand why you use it. KEY FEATURES For students- a companion site that features research resources and
links for further investigation For instructors- a companion site that features lecture slides, a sample syllabus, and an Instructor’s Manual.
Features a unique approach that covers media studies aspects with production and design tutorials. Covers up-to-date forms of
communication on the web such as memes, viral videos, social media, and more pervasive types of online languages.
Following her acclaimed debut Little Darlings, Melanie Golding's newest folkloric suspense is a spine-tingling twist on Celtic mythology.
One dark December night, in a small seaside town, a little girl is found abandoned. When her mother finally arrives, authorities release the
pair, believing it to be an innocent case of a toddler running off. Gregor, a seemingly single man, is found bludgeoned and left for dead in
his apartment, but the discovery of children's toys raises more questions than answers. Every night, Ruby gazes into Gregor’s apartment,
leading to the discovery of his secret family: his unusually silent daughter and his mentally unstable wife, Constance, who insists that she is
descended from the mythological Selkies. She begs Ruby to aid in finding the sealskin that Gregor has hidden from her, making it
impossible to return to her people. DS Joanna Harper's investigation into Gregor’s assault leads her to CCTV footage of the motherdaughter pair from town. Harper realizes she knows the woman almost as well as she knows herself: it's her estranged daughter, Ruby. No
matter the depth of Ruby’s involvement, she knows she will choose her daughter over her career. Steeped in local legend and exploring
the depths of what it means to be a mother, Melanie Golding's newest novel is "a lyrical and atmospheric folktale for the modern age."
(Bustle, on Little Darlings)
A scientist’s claim that he’s found the secrets of the universe's origin encoded in DNA sparks a race against time to uncover the truth in
this fast-paced thriller of science and faith, power and murder, loss and redemption. Dan Lawson, a former government cyber-intelligence
analyst, is surprised to be contacted by his estranged friend Stephen Bishop, a renowned geneticist. Stephen says that he’s discovered
amazing information within DNA, including evidence of a creator, and needs Dan’s help to protect his findings. Dan is skeptical and
wonders whether he is being manipulated, or if the recent illness of Stephen’s only child, Ava, has caused his childhood friend to fall back
on religion for answers to questions best left to science. Spurred by his desire for proof that life has meaning, however, Dan puts aside his
doubts and agrees to help. When an experiment goes terribly awry, Dan realizes he must get to the bottom of Stephen's discoveries. With
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the help of Trish Alighieri, a pediatric oncologist trying to save Ava’s life, Dan desperately searches for answers—including whether the
human soul can survive science’s conquest of nature.
Exam Core 1 220-1001 and Exam Core 2 220-1002
A Matter of Hive and Death
A Thriller
Foundation Flash CS3 Video
A First Course in Computers (Based on Windows 8 and MS Office 2013)
A Sh*tload of Crazy Powers
Violence Assessment and Intervention: The Practitioner’s Handbook, now in its third edition, provides a proven
methodology, grounded in the current empirical research and the authors’ experience in successfully assessing and
managing thousands of cases in a variety of contexts and environments, for analyzing concerning behaviors and
potential threatening situations, and taking action in these challenging, dynamic environments before tragedy occurs.
Threat and violence assessment and management is an essential process in reducing violence and its consequences.
The ongoing challenge for those assessors, particularly in common workplace environments (e.g., educational settings,
public agency settings, and business settings), is applying the applicable behavioral science research in a practical and
effective manner to maximize safety. The book begins by demonstrating the threat and violence assessment process
from the point of the initial call and proceeds through the steps that quantify the situation and determine the appropriate
response. The next section covers information gathering, victimology, and formulas and tools for risk assessment.
Finally, the book explores organizational influences, school violence, ethics, security and consultation issues; the
formation and running of threat management teams, and relevant laws related to violence assessment. This book is a
valuable reference for human resource professionals, security professionals, mental health practitioners, law
enforcement personnel, and lawyers who are members of threat assessment teams, provide threat and violence
assessment and management consultations, as well as expert witnesses in cases involving workplace violence, school
violence, security negligence; or wrongful termination or disputed school disciplinary actions related to aggressive,
threatening, or violent behavior.
A bundle of books #4 (IF SHE HID) and #5 (IF SHE FLED) in Blake Pierce’s Kate Wise Mystery series! This bundle offers
books four and five in one convenient file, with over 100,000 words of reading. In IF SHE HID, two parents are found
dead, and their twin 16 year old daughters are missing. With the case quickly growing cold, the FBI, stumped, must
summon their most brilliant agent: retired 55 year old FBI agent Kate Wise. Was this a random murder? The work of a
serial killer? Can they find the girls in time? And does Kate, haunted by her past, still have the ability to solve cases as
she used to? In IF SHE FLED, when another 50 year old woman is found dead in her home in a wealthy suburb—the
second such victim in just two months—the FBI is stumped. They must turn to their most brilliant mind—retired FBI agent
Kate Wise, 55—to come back to the line of duty and solve it. What do these two empty nesters have in common? Were
they targeted? How long until this serial killer strikes again? And is Kate, though past her prime, still able to solve cases
that no one else can? Dark psychological thrillers with heart-pounding suspense, the Kate Wise mystery series is a
riveting new series—with a beloved new character—that will leave you turning pages late into the night. Book #6 in the
series, IF SHE FEARED is also now available for pre-order!
In this innovative series Education Write Now, ten of education’s most inspiring thought-leaders meet for a three-day
retreat to think and write collaboratively, and then bring you the top takeaways you need right now to improve your school
or classroom. This second volume, edited by Jeff Zoul and Sanée Bell, focuses on relationships—the heart of everything
we do in education. Building strong relationships and a positive school culture takes intentional, consistent effort, and the
authors provide strategies and examples to help you along the way. Throughout the book, you’ll find insights and
inspiration on these topics: Connecting the dots among students and staff (Jeffrey Zoul) Strengthening relationships in
the learner-centered class (Randy Ziegenfuss) Building a culture of equity and access (Rosa Isiah) Cultivating student
strengths and interests (Elisabeth Bostwick) Bridging the gap between schools and families (Laura Gilchrist) Deepening
connections through productive conflict (Sanée Bell) Finding relationships beyond the four walls (Onica Mayers)
Connecting through the power of generosity (Winston Sakurai) Bringing passion into the schoolhouse (Sean Gaillard)
Tapping into dreams for a world-class culture (Danny Bauer) The royalties generated from this book will support the Will
to Live Foundation, a nonprofit foundation working to prevent teen suicide.
Flash is one of the most popular ways in recent years to create interactive video content for the Web. With the new
release, Flash CS3, it is set to increase in popularity even more, with more exciting features for developers to use in their
applications. This book is an update to the critically-acclaimed Foundation Flash 8 Video, with many new examples
added, and code updated to ActionScript 3.0. It provides developers with an essential, accessible guide to getting the
most out of their Flash CS3 video applications.
Intelligent Data analysis and its Applications, Volume I
What Every Engineer Should Know About the Internet of Things
The Hidden
Proceedings of 8th ICICSE
Producing New and Digital Media
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
After fifty years of fighting his demons, Joe finds peace and true love with his wife, Elizabeth. A tragic event completely destroys Joe's moral
compass, and he decides that his decisions are now his own and will no longer be controlled by God. Football becomes his place of
retribution and triumph, which came with a high price, a price he was more than willing to pay at that time. Joe was blinded by his chosen
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path, forgetting he is not ultimately in charge of life eternal.
As more and more devices become interconnected through the Internet of Things (IoT), there is an even greater need for this book,which
explains the technology, the internetworking, and applications that are making IoT an everyday reality. The book begins with a discussion
of IoT "ecosystems" and the technology that enables them, which includes: Wireless Infrastructure and Service Discovery Protocols
Integration Technologies and Tools Application and Analytics Enablement Platforms A chapter on next-generation cloud infrastructure
explains hosting IoT platforms and applications. A chapter on data analytics throws light on IoT data collection, storage, translation, realtime processing, mining, and analysis, all of which can yield actionable insights from the data collected by IoT applications. There is also a
chapter on edge/fog computing. The second half of the book presents various IoT ecosystem use cases. One chapter discusses smart airports
and highlights the role of IoT integration. It explains how mobile devices, mobile technology, wearables, RFID sensors, and beacons work
together as the core technologies of a smart airport. Integrating these components into the airport ecosystem is examined in detail, and use
cases and real-life examples illustrate this IoT ecosystem in operation. Another in-depth look is on envisioning smart healthcare systems in
a connected world. This chapter focuses on the requirements, promising applications, and roles of cloud computing and data analytics. The
book also examines smart homes, smart cities, and smart governments. The book concludes with a chapter on IoT security and privacy. This
chapter examines the emerging security and privacy requirements of IoT environments. The security issues and an assortment of
surmounting techniques and best practices are also discussed in this chapter.
Developed in conjunction between LexisNexis and The Virginia Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, Virginia Criminal Laws
Annotated offers comprehensive coverage of Virginia criminal laws and procedures, featuring case and statutory annotations and a
comprehensive index, all in a single volume, to help meet the daily needs of criminal law practitioners and law enforcement officials.
Coverage includes the entirety of Titles 18.2 (Crimes and Offenses Generally) and 19.2 (Criminal Procedure), as well a selection of related
laws including, but not limited to, portions of the Titles: Commonwealth Public Safety, Alcoholic Beverage Control Act, Courts of Record,
Courts Not of Record, Behavioral Health and Developmental Services, Police (State), Prisons and Other Methods of Correction, Trade and
Commerce, and Welfare (Social Services). Selected portions of the Rules of Supreme Court of Virginia are also included. This volume will
be the go-to resource you’ll use on a daily basis to keep attuned to the complexities of criminal law practice in the Commonwealth.
You can count on Rick Steves to tell you what you really need to know when traveling through Europe. With Rick Steves Europe Through
the Back Door, you'll learn how to: Plan your itinerary and maximize your time Pack light and right Find good-value hotels and
restaurants Travel smoothly by train, bus, car, and plane Avoid crowds and tourist scams Hurdle the language barrier Understand cultural
differences and connect with locals Save money while enjoying the trip of a lifetime After 40+ years of exploring Europe, Rick considers
this travel skills handbook his life's work, and with his expert introductions to the top destinations in Europe, choosing your next trip will be
easy and stress-free. Using the travel skills in this book, you'll experience the culture like a local, spend less money, and have more fun.
Top Strategies for Improving Relationships and Culture
Proceeding of the First Euro-China Conference on Intelligent Data Analysis and Applications, June 13-15, 2014, Shenzhen, China
Thoughts and Written Expressions
Smartphone Communication
CompTIA A+ Complete Review Guide
Violence Assessment and Intervention

This book offers a unique model for understanding the cognitive underpinnings, interactions and
discursive effects of our evolving use of smartphones in everyday app-mediated communication, from
text messages and GIFs to images, video and social media apps. Adopting a cyberpragmatics framework,
grounded in cognitive pragmatics and relevance theory, it gives attention to how both the particular
interfaces of different apps and users’ personal attributes influence the contexts and uses of smartphone
communication. The communication of emotions – in addition to primarily linguistic content – is
foregrounded as an essential element of the kinds of ever-present paralinguistic and phatic
communication that characterises our exchange of memes, GIFs, "likes," and image- and video-based
content. Insights from related disciplines such as media studies and sociology are incorporated as the
author unpacks the timeliest questions of our digitally mediated age. Aimed primarily at scholars and
graduate students of communication, linguistics, pragmatics, media studies, and sociology of mass
media, Smartphone Communication traffics in topics that will likewise engage upper-level
undergraduate students.
THE NEW ADVANCED SOCIETY Included in this book are the fundamentals of Society 5.0, artificial
intelligence, and the industrial Internet of Things, featuring their working principles and application in
different sectors. A 360-degree view of the different dimensions of the digital revolution is presented in
this book, including the various industries transforming industrial manufacturing, the security and
challenges ahead, and the far-reaching implications for society and the economy. The main objective of
this edited book is to cover the impact that the new advanced society has on several platforms such as
smart manufacturing systems, where artificial intelligence can be integrated with existing systems to
make them smart, new business models and strategies, where anything and everything is possible
through the internet and cloud, smart food chain systems, where food products can be delivered to any
corner of the world at any time and in any situation, smart transport systems in which robots and selfdriven cars are taking the lead, advances in security systems to assure people of their privacy and safety,
and smart healthcare systems, where biochips can be incorporated into the human body to predict
deadly diseases at early stages. Finally, it can be understood that the social reformation of Society 5.0
will lead to a society where every person leads an active and healthy life. Audience The targeted
audience for this book includes research scholars and industry engineers in artificial intelligence and
information technology, engineering students, cybersecurity experts, government research agencies and
policymakers, business leaders, and entrepreneurs. Sandeep Kumar Panda, PhD is an associate
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professor in the Department of Data Science and Artificial Intelligence at IcfaiTech (Faculty of Science
and Technology), ICFAI Foundation for Higher Education, Hyderabad. His research areas include
artificial intelligence, IoT, blockchain technology, cloud computing, cryptography, computational
intelligence, and software engineering. Ramesh Kumar Mohapatra, PhD is an assistant professor in the
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, National Institute of Technology, Rourkela, Odisha,
India. His research interests include optical character recognition, document image analysis, video
processing, secure computing, and machine learning. Subhrakanta Panda, PhD is an assistant professor
in the Department of Computer Science and Information Systems, BITS-PILANI, Hyderabad Campus,
Jawahar Nagar, Hyderabad, India. His research interests include social network analysis, cloud
computing, security testing, and blockchain. S. Balamurugan, PhD is the Director of Research and
Development, Intelligent Research Consultancy Services (iRCS), Coimbatore, Tamilnadu, India. He is
also Director of the Albert Einstein Engineering and Research Labs (AEER Labs), as well as ViceChairman, Renewable Energy Society of India (RESI), India. He has published 45 books, 200+
international journals/ conferences, and 35 patents.
Daisy’s Tea Garden in Pennsylvania’s Amish country is known for its elegant finger foods—but now
owner Daisy Swanson has to finger a killer . . . Restaurant critic Derek Schumaker, notorious for his
bitter reviews, is about to visit Daisy’s Tea Garden, and Daisy and Aunt Iris are simmering with anxiety.
A bad word from the culinary curmudgeon could really hurt their business, but Daisy tries to stay
confident. After all, how can he resist her cucumber sandwiches with pimento spread—not to mention
the cheesy cauliflower soup and strawberry walnut salad? Schumaker takes a to-go order when the
afternoon tea service is done, which Daisy hopes is a good sign. But when he perishes from a seizure, it
looks like his food was dosed with something deadly. Considering a threat that recently appeared on his
blog—and whispers of scandal in his past—Daisy has quite an assortment of suspects to sift through . . .
Includes delicious recipes!
Snowman continues the action and adventure where Snow Angel left off. While hiding from the Russian
Mafia over a deal gone bad, Snow stumbles into a situation that pits him against a ruthless drug cartel.
To save his life, he decides to team up with a beautiful DEA agent who that same cartel has in their
crosshairs. Unable to resist their intense attraction for each other, a romance between the two blossoms
into a steamy situation. While avoiding a bullet, Snow is forced to rescue a young runaway who ran from
a life of privilege and has been swept up into a world of sexual perversion. The billionaire uncle of the
young runaway wants his niece back so that he may retain control o
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